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Treatment of Computer Software Under
the Foreign Sales Corporation (FSC)
Provisions of the Internal Revenue Code
By DAvID J. KASTANIS*

I.

Introduction

In 1971, after years of a diminishing trade surplus, Congress added the Domestic International Sales Corporation (DISC) provisions
to the Internal Revenue Code in an effort to stimulate exports.' Responding to criticism that the DISC provisions violated the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GAiT), Congress enacted the Foreign Sales Corporation (FSC) legislation as an alternative to the DISC
rules in 1984.2 Both programs seek to promote the export of U.S.
produced goods by granting a tax exemption for a portion of the income derived from the sale, lease, or rental of export property for use
outside the United States.
In 1987, the U.S. Department of the Treasury issued Temporary
Regulation section 1.927(a)-lT to provide guidance in the interpretation of the term "export property." 4 With this regulation, the Treasury Department adopted the position that, although copyrights do not
constitute export property, copyrighted articles, such as computer
software, do qualify so long as the article is not accompanied by a
right to reproduce for use overseas.5 In response to a technical advice
request submitted on January 19, 1993, the Internal Revenue Service
further clarified the issue by promulgating Technical Advice Memo* Member of the Class of 1996. B.A., M.A., Stanford University, 19S7. Ta author
vishes to thank Laure Woods for her steadfast support over the years.
1. U.S. DEP'T OF THE TREASURY, TiE OPERATION AND EFFtcT OF THE FoPREIGn
SALES CORPORATION LEGISLATION: JANUARY 1, 1935 TO JuNT 30. 19SR, at 3 (1993).

2. U.S. DEP'T OF THE TREASURY, REPORT TO THE CONGRESS 0O THE SAL ES SourcE
RuLEs 10 (1993).
3. H.R.REP. No. 533, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. 1 (1971); S.RE. No. 437, 92d Cong.. 1st
Sess. 1 (1971).
4. Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.927(a)-lT (1987) (as enacted by T.D. 8126, 52 Fed. Reg.

6459 (1987)).
5. Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.927(a)-1T(f)(3).
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randum 93-44-002 which explicitly states that "computer software conveyed through a licensing agreement that gives the licensee the right
to reproduce the software is excluded from the term 'export property." 6 Because modem software distribution channels often require
that software licenses include reproduction rights,7 this narrow and illconceived interpretation of the FSC provisions denies this export incentive to one of the United States's most prolific export industries.
Aware that this narrow interpretation of the FSC rules has forced
many U.S. software manufacturers to consider developing their products overseas, more than 100 members of Congress have urged the
Treasury Department to revise its 1987 regulations to explicitly extend
FSC benefits to the export of software licenses which include reproduction rights.8 Nevertheless, the Treasury Department has refused
all overtures to administratively extend these benefits to the software
industry, insisting instead that such an "expansion" of the scope of the
FSC rules requires legislative action.9 In light of the Department's
refusal to resolve this issue, Senator Orrin Hatch (R-Utah) has recently proposed that Congress enact an amendment to the FSC provisions which would expressly include the sale or license of computer
software for use outside the United States, even when accompanied
by a right to reproduce within the definition of FSC export property.10
This Note calls for Congress to enact an amendment to the FSC
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code in order to reverse the current incentive to move high-paying software development jobs overseas. Part II begins with a brief overview of the computer software
industry, emphasizing its growing importance to the United States
economy. This section continues with a summary of the typical development and distribution processes employed by the software industry.
6. Tech. Adv. Mem. 93-44-002 (Nov. 5, 1993).
7. See Gary L. Reback, Antitrust Developments Affecting the Computer Industry, in
COMPUTER LAW INsTH'rlE 1985, at 769, 770 (PLI Patents, Copyrights, Trademarks and
Literary Property Course Handbook Series No. 209, 1985); Treatment of Software Licensing Income Earned by a Foreign Sales Corporation:Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Se.
lect Revenue Measures of the House Comm. on Ways and Means, 103d Cong., 1st Sess. 641
(1993) [hereinafter Treatmentof Software Licensing Income] (statement of James A. Abrahamson, Chairman of the Board, Oracle Corporation).
8. 140 CONG. REC. H3384-02, H3428 (daily ed. May 17, 1994) (statement of Rep.
Lantos); 141 CONG. REC. S16,084-01, S16,087 (daily ed. Oct. 27, 1995) (statement of Sen.
Hatch).

9. 140

CONG.

REC. H3384-02, H3428 (daily ed. May 17, 1994) (letter from Lloyd

Bentsen, Secretary of the Treasury, to Rep. Lantos, U.S. House of Representatives (May 6,

1994)).
10. 141 CONG. REc S16,084-01, S16,087 (daily ed. Oct. 27, 1995) (statement of Sen.
Hatch).
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It indicates that the development phase of the production generates
the majority of the jobs within the software industry, most of which
are high-paying, while the reproduction phase requires minimal effort
and expense. Part II concludes with a discussion of recent technological developments which effectively blur the demarcation line separating software and video from sound recordings, the latter of which are
not denied the benefits of the FSC.
Part I reviews the statutory framework of the DISC and FSC
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code. Part IV follows with a brief
history of the evolution of the U.S. Department of the Treasury's interpretation of "export property."
Part V then sets forth considerations in support of the proposition that the definition of FSC export property should include exports
of computer software, even when coupled with reproduction rights.
First, the unambiguous language of section 927(a)(2)(B) of the FSC
provisions is broad enough to include software reproductions within
the definition of export property. Second, the legislative history underlying the FSC provisions provides no indication that Congress
wished to exclude software from the definition of export property.
This section concludes with an in-depth analysis of Technical Advice
Memorandum 93-44-002, comparing and contrasting its conclusions to
the legislative history, the plain language of the FSC provisions, and
previous interpretations of the term "export property" made by the
Treasury Department. This analysis leads to the conclusion that the
memorandum's interpretation of Temporary Treasury Regulation section 1.927(a)-1T leads to inconsistencies which would force the invalidation of the regulation.
Given all of these considerations, Part VI concludes with a call
for Congress to amend the Foreign Sales Corporation provisions of
the Internal Revenue Code so that the software industry is no longer
denied the benefit of the export incentive to which it is legitimately
entitled.
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Overview of Computer Software and the U.S.
Software Industry

The Growing Importance of the Software Industry to the
U.S. Economy

The software industry is a "modem" and evolving electronic industry that has only recently established its independence. 1 Initially,
most computer software was proprietary software created by hardware manufacturers to be sold in conjunction with their mainframes
and minicomputers.' 2 The hardware, operating system software, and
often application software were "bundled" together (i.e., the software
was loaded into the computer), and the customer usually paid one
price for the entire package. 13 Not until the 1960s was operating system software priced separately from the hardware. 4 The introduction
of the personal computer (PC), however, spawned independent
software companies that sold software separately.' 5 At the same time,
hardware manufacturers began to unbundle their products, thus
presenting independent software companies with the opportunity to
compete by offering "open" systems that provided customers more
16
flexibility, performance and features.
Today, the software industry represents one of the fastest growing
major industries in the United States. 17 Between 1982-1992, the U.S.
software industry expanded an impressive 269 percent, a real annual
growth rate of 16.4 percent.' 8 During this same period, the remainder
of the U.S. economy grew only thirty percent.' 9 By 1990, the "core"
software industry (prepackaged software, computer programming
services and computer integrated systems design) constituted the sixth
11. STEPHEN E. SIWEK & HAROLD W. FURCHTrrr-ROTH, THE U.S. SOFTWARE INDUSTRY: ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTION IN THE U.S. AND WORLD MARKETS 3-4 (1993). See
Competition in the Computer Industry: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Economic and
Commercial Law of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 103d Cong., 1st Sess. 14 (1993)
(statement of William H. Neukom, Vice President of Law and Corporate Affairs, Microsoft
Corporation).
12. MICHAEL C. GEMIGNANI, COMPUTER LAW § 5:12, at 60 (1985).
13. Id.
14. MARK GORDON, COMPUTER SOFTWARE: CONTRACTING FOR DEVELOPMENT AND
DISTRIBUTION

§ 1.24, at 34 (1986).

15. Graeme Browning, Software Hardball,24 NAT'L J. 2062 (1992).
16. GEMIGNANI, supra note 12, § 5:12, at 60.
17. Growth in U.S. Software Industry Far Exceeds Increases in Other Sectors of Economy, Business Wire, Mar. 10, 1993, availablein LEXIS, News Library, Bwire File [hereinafter Growth in U.S. Software Industry].
18. SIWEK & FURCHTGoTr-RoTH, supra note 11, at 3.
19. Id
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largest manufacturing industry in the United States, based on contributions to the U.S. gross domestic product (GDP).20 These contributions have increased almost twelvefold, from $3.3 billion or 0.03
percent of the GDP in 1977 to $36.7 billion or 0.62 percent of the
GDP in 1992.21 Revenues from this core sector have climbed from
$4.3 billion in 1977 to $50.6 billion in 1992.2
Employment in the U.S. software industry has exhibited equally
impressive growth. Employment increased at double digit rates
throughout much of the 1980s.2 During the same period, the rest of
the U.S. economy generated employment growth of only two percent
per year y4 The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics estimated that the
software industry employed nearly 435,000 people in June 1993, an
increase of nine percent over the previous year.'
The software produced by this workforce has become one of the
United States' most important sources of foreign revenue." The U.S.
software industry has dominated the world market, capturing 75% of
the $52.5 billion market for prepackaged software in 1991.27 Foreign
sales of U.S. prepackaged software totalled $19.7 billion dollars in
1991, constituting approximately fifty percent of industry revenue 2 ',
Overseas sales of prepackaged software have grown dramatically for
the top fifty independent U.S. software vendors, from $900 million in
1986 to $6.0 billion in 1991.9 Thus, a significant portion of jobs in the
software industry can be attributed to foreign sales. The U.S. Department of Commerce estimates that every $1 billion of export trade is
worth an additional 19,000 domestic jobs. 3° Additionally, as a net ex20. Id.at 11-14.
21. 1& at 9-10.
22. 1I at 9.

23. Growth in U.S. Software Industry, supra note 17.
24. 1I
25. MARY SmoLENsiu ET AL., U.S. DEP'T OF COMMERCE, U.S. INDUSTRY OUTLOOK
1994-CoNIPUTER SoFWARE D NETWORKING 27 (1994). Employment in the computer

programming sector of the core software industry increased ten percent over the year,
employing some 182,000 people. Employment in the prepackaged soft%are and computerintegrated systems design sectors increased eight percent, with 142,500 and 110,0W) employees, respectively. Id.

26. Growth in U.S. Software Industry, supra note 17.
27.
28.
29.
30.

SMOLENSKI ET At., supra note 25, at 27.
SrwEK & FURczrrGo-r-RoTH, supra note 11, at 20-21.
Id.at 21.
Treatment ofSoftare Licensing Income, supra note 7, at 640. Unfortunately, the

U.S. Department of Commerce does not collect export data specific to the soft%%are industry. As a result, a meaningful figure is difficult to calculate. Foreign sales data differ from
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factor in the ongoing effort to reporter, the industry is a significant
31
duce the U.S. trade deficit.
In addition to these direct, quantitative contributions to the
United States economy, the software industry has also contributed in
an indirect, qualitative way. 32 In fact, many dominant sectors of the
U.S. economy have become dependent upon the software industry as
a source product and for process innovation. 3 Computer software,
which is more than just computer games and word processing programs, is an important component of almost every manufactured
product. 34 Other products often depend directly on software for their
design, manufacture, and distribution.35 Indeed, software has become
essential to the productivity and competitiveness of almost every industry. 6 In a 1991 report, the private Council on Competitiveness
listed 94 technology industries which it deemed critical to our nation's
economic growth and competitiveness. 37 Of these 94 industries, six
are sectors of the software industry and the other 88 all depend directly on the software industry for support in development, production, and implementation.38
B. An Overview of Software Development
Essentially, a computer software program consists of a set of instructions, generally referred to as "source code," that informs the
computer how to perform a particular function.39 Computer programmers develop this source code through the use of various computer
export data in that the former typically include some element of value added in the country
where the sale is made. SIwEK & FURCHTGoTr-RoTH, supra note 11, at 20-21.
31. Competitiveness of the U.S. Software Industry: Hearings Before the Senate Comm.
on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, 102d Cong., 1st Sess. 42 (1991) [hereinafter

Competitiveness of the U.S. Software Industry] (statement of William H. Neukom, Vice
President and General Counsel, Microsoft Corporation).
32. Growth in U.S. Software Industry, supra note 17.
33. SIWEK & FURCHTGOTT-RoTH, supra note 11, at 30-31.
34. See Competitiveness of the U.S. Software Industry, supra note 31, at 22 (statement
of Joseph B. Costello, President and Chief Executive Officer, Cadence Design Systems,

Inc.) ("Software is used throughout our cars, it's in our phones, our TV's, our coffee makers, our thermostats, our garage door openers."). Id.
35. Id.
36. Id. ("Without software, we could have no modern stock exchanges, no refineries,

agribusiness, aerospace, entertainment, or biotechnology, and that's only a start.").
37. COUNCIL ON COiPETITIVENESS, GAINING NEw GROUND 28 (1991).
38. Id. The Council concluded that "[s]oftware is critical to every industry that we
studied. Nearly every industry uses a wide variety of applications software, and most use

computer modeling and simulation software to improve the design of their products and
production processes." Id.
39. GEMiGNANI, supra note 12, § 2:8, at 28-29.
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"languages" which employ commands and grammar that have grown
increasingly conversational in nature.40 Before a computer's central
processing unit (CPU) is able to execute a particular program, however, the computer's "compiler" must first translate the program into
"object code," a binary language which uses a series of the digits 0 and
1 to signify a sequence of open or closed switches4
The time and cost of development are the greatest investments a
software company will make in its products4 Most of the effort in
programming is spent during the design phase (e.g., analyzing the task,
defining functions and features, and determining the necessary architecture).43 Once the design phase is complete, then the software program is subjected to vigorous testing procedures designed to review
the effectiveness and efficiency of the source code." This phase of the
development process may account for as much as fifty percent of the
project budget because many iterations are often required before a
program is sufficiently "debugged" to be ready for release.45 Once the
testing phase is completed, the final version of the program is copied
onto a magnetic tape or disk, known as a "master." The master is
then used to make additional copies of the program for distribution to
the company's distributors and end-users. 4 6
C. Software DistributionChannels
Software companies typically utilize a variety of distribution
channels to ensure the broadest possible market coverage.47 These
distribution channels include marketing: (1) directly to end-users
through the company's internal sales force, (2) through dealers, (3)
through third-party distributors, (4) through original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) that download the software onto their own hardware and then sell both as a package,4s and (5) through value-added
resellers (VARs) who typically integrate their own software with that
40. Id. § 2:9, at 29.
41. Id. § 2:10, at 30; David Baum, The Evolution of PrograminingLanguages, lu
FOWORLD, Sept. 7, 1992, at 49.
42. GEMIGNANI, supra note 12, § 5:11, at 59.
43. Id. § 2:9, at 30.
44. John Kador, Automated Testing Zaps Buggy Code, M.IRANGE SyTE.is, Apr. 29,
1994, at 40.
45. Id.

46. See Reback, supra note 7, at 774.
47. See id.; GORDON, supra note 14, §§ 1.24-.29, at 34-35; SAB R SOmVAPx CorPORATION, COMISON STOCK PROSPECTUS 25 (1994).

48. Treatment of Software Licensing Income, supra note 7, at 641.
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provided by another company and sell the combined software as a
unified package.4 9
Software companies utilize similar channels to market their products overseas.50 Whereas some companies have invested in foreign
subsidiaries to undertake this marketing effort, others rely more heavily on third-party distributors."' Nevertheless, even those companies
with extensive international marketing operations rely on third-party
distributors in certain parts of the world.52
Generally a distributor buys or licenses software from a developer and then sells or sublicenses the product to the ultimate consumer. For the distributor to market the software in an efficient and
cost-effective manner, such licenses must grant the distributor the
right to reproduce the software. 3 This requirement is especially true
in the case of OEMs and VARs, and exists regardless of whether the
distributor is located in the United States or overseas.
Original Equipment Manufacturers are typically computer hardware manufacturers that bundle their hardware with software developed by other companies. 4 Value Added Resellers, on the other
hand, are most often software developers who integrate their own
software with that of another company.5 5 Computer software developers usually grant both OEMs and VARs "reproduction licenses"
which give them the right to reproduce the software-the former so
that they may download it onto their hardware, the latter so that these
56
manufacturers may reproduce the ultimate software package.
Under the reproduction license, the software developer will provide
the OEM or VAR a duplicate master of each software program for
which it has received a license and a copy of all documentation (e.g.,
instruction books, reference manuals, etc.).5 7 Such a method of distribution is far more economically efficient than requiring the OEM or
VAR to maintain an inventory of copies of the software and documen49.
50.
51.
52.

Id
Id
Id
See, e.g., ORACLE CORPORATION, 1994 ANNUAL REPORT 42 (1994); LoTus DE
VELOPMENT CORPORATION, 1993 ANNUAL REPORT 22 (1993).
53. See Reback, supra note 7, at 774; Treatment of Software Licensing Income, supra

note 7, at 641.
54. Treatment of Software Licensing Income, supra note 7, at 641.
55. Id A typical example is a company which builds an application package-such as
a payroll or an accounts payable system-on top of database software procured from another company.

56. Id
57. Id
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tation since the latter would involve additional costs of shipping, insurance, and storage as well as an increase in the risk of damage
during transit.58 More importantly, the inventory could be outdated
by the time the OEM or VAR makes the sale to the ultimate customer, a distinct possibility since software is updated frequently.
In some cases, the distributor will also be responsible for localizing the product (e.g., translating the software into the local language).59 Here, too, the distributor must be granted the right to
reproduce the product after it is localized. To provide othenise
would require the distributor to modify each copy of the program individually, obviously an absurd result. Distributor responsibilities
often include customer service and support, a function which also typically requires the distributor to have the right to reproduce the
software in case a customer unwittingly contaminates or destroys an
original copy.
D. The Effect of Technological Innovation on the
Software Industry
Recent technological innovations have blurred the demarcation
between the computer software industry, on the one hand, and the
motion picture and musical recording industries on the other. Contributing to the integration of these formerly distinct industries is the
advent of multimedia software applications and the so-called "information superhighway."' 6 Compact Disks (CDs) are now capable of
storing as much information as 300 floppy disks. 61 Because of this vast
storage capacity, CD-ROM is now the fastest growing mass medium
for interactive information and entertainment. 61 The same CD player
can now be used to run your favorite software
programs, play your
63
favorite music, and show your favorite movie.
At the same time, the rapid development of the information superhighway has provided a means by which software, motion pictures,
and sound recordings may be transferred over telephone lines, cable
58. Id.
59. 1&
60. See, e.g., T.C. Doyle, VARs Gain in UNIX Trend-Shrink-WrappingEases Woes,
ComI',TrER REsnEu.as NEws, Jan. 27, 1992, at 2.
61. Margaret Coffey, How Business Exploits CD-ROM, CoNTUrm VRWEEKLY, Feb. 24,
1994, at 38.
62. See Compton's NewMedia Establishes Entertainment,Information Divisions, PR
Newswire, Mar. 4, 1994, available in WESTLAW, ALLNEWSPLUS Database.
63. Clash of the Titans Chartingthe CD Format War, OmrzcAL MEMOpRY NE%%s, FAb,

14, 1995, at 45 [hereinafter 71tans].
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television systems, and even wireless networks. 64 For instance,
software can be electronically transmitted via a modem, without any
transfer of disks or other forms of tangible media. 65 Similarly, movies
can be ordered on a pay-per-view basis, without any transfer of videotape or other tangible media. 66 The Internet now enables any user to
call any other user and to send and receive everything from simple
data to full-motion video. 67 As the methods of distribution and the
applications of software technology evolve, so too must the laws which
address this industry.
EI.

Statutory Framework: The Foreign Sales Corporation
Provisions of the Internal Revenue Code

A.

History and Application of the FSC Provisions

In 1971, Congress introduced a new tax incentive mechanism, the
DISC program, to stimulate exports of domestically produced
goods. 68 Congress enacted provisions to counter the competitive disadvantages faced by U.S. exporters vis-a-vis exports from other countries which effectively exempt
the export sales of their own
69
taxation.
from
manufacturers
The DISC program, set forth in sections 991-997 of the Internal
Revenue Code, soon came under attack by many of the United States'
trading partners as an unlawful export subsidy in direct conflict with
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). 70 Thus, in
1984, Congress enacted the FSC program to resolve the GAIT dis64. See Reback, supra note 7, at 775; John Markoff, Oracle and Bell Atlantic Plan a
New TV Service, N.Y. TIMEs, Jan. 10, 1994, at D2.

65. See Reback, supra note 7, at 775.
66. See Diane Duston, FCC Allows 2-Way TV System-Enables Shopping, Banking,
D nmorr FREE PRESS, Jan. 17, 1992, at 3A.
67. See e.g., Markoff, supra note 64, at D2; Jay Green, Oracle Makes 7vo Deals to
Offer News-on-Demand, DAILY VARIETY, Jan. 17, 1994, at 1; Mary E. Thyfault & Stephanie Stahl, Business Tunes In-Bell Atlantic's Deal with Oracle Spurs Corporate Interest in
Multimedia Services, INFORrAnON WEEK, Jan. 17, 1994, at 1. An example of a recent
commercial use of this technology is the joint venture of Blockbuster and IBM to develop

the technology for electronic distribution of music. Steve Lohr, Record Store of Near Fture" Computers Replace the Racks, N.Y. TiNsns, May 12, 1993, at Al. When operational,

stores will not need to maintain inventories of CDs. Instead, customers will be able to
place blank CDs in a computer, call up the recording they would like to purchase, and the
recording will be transmitted over telephone wires, and copied onto the blank CD. Id.
68. U.S. DEP'? OF THE TREASURY, supra note 1, at 3.
69. 141 CONG. REc. S16,084, S16,087 (daily ed. Oct. 27, 1995) (statement of Sen.
Hatch).

70. U.S.

DEP'T OF THE TREASURY,

supra note 2, at 10.
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pute.7 ' Although the 1984 legislation did not repeal the DISC provisions, it modified them substantially, most notably to eliminate DISC
72
benefits for qualifying export sales exceeding $10 million per year Z
Thus, for the nation's largest exporters, the FSC provisions have effectively replaced the DISC provisions.
Because the objectives underlying the adoption of the FSC program directly coincided with those of the DISC program, the FSC provisions closely resemble those of the DISC program except for those
provisions deemed objectionable under GAT. 7 3 Under both regimes, a taxpayer must establish a separate corporate entity-DISC or
FSC-to obtain the tax benefit provided by the legislation.74 The taxpayer is then allowed to allocate a portion of its income from qualifying export transactions to the DISC or FSC. A prescribed fraction of
the income so allocated is then eligible for indefinite deferral of taxation (DISC)75 or for outright exemption from taxation (FSC). 7b
To achieve the intended allocation of tax-favored income, the taxpayer and its DISC or FSC may engage in either of two types of intercompany transactions for which elective administrative pricing
rules provide an exemption from adjustment under section 482. First,
the taxpayer can sell or otherwise transfer its goods, at statutorily
fixed prices, to its DISC or FSC" for retransfer at generally higher
market prices. Alternatively, the taxpayer can pay tax-deductible
commissions to the DISC or FSC on the taxpayer's direct sales or
other transactions in the export market. Regardless of which option is
adopted, the administrative pricing rules are designed to allocate to
the DISC or FSC the same portion of the taxpayer's income. s
71. See Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-369, §§ S01-S35, 98 Stat. 494,
985-1003 (1984) [hereinafter DEFRA]; S. RP,. No. 169, 9Sth Cong., 2d Sess. 634-35 (1934)
[hereinafter S. RtP. 98-169].
72. DEFRA § 802(b).

73. See generally S. RE,. 98-169, supra note 71, at 630-31.
74. A DISC must be a domestic corporation, LR.C. § 992(a)(1) (1994). Nhile an FSC
must be a corporation organized under the laws of any approved foreign country or the
laws of a U.S. possession. L.RC. §§ 922(a)(1)(A), 927(e)(3). The DISC or FSC also must

satisfy other qualification requirements which are not relevant to the issue at hand. I.R.C.
§§ 992(a), (d) (DISC); § 922(a) (FSC).
75. I.R.C. §§ 991, 995.
76. I.R.C. §§ 921, 923.

77. The other types of eligible transfers include licenses. Treas. Reg. § 1.993-1(a)(2)
(DISC); Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.924(a)-lT(a)(2) (FSC).
78. See generally L.RC. §§ 994 (DISC), 925 (FSC); Treas. Reg. § 1.994-1(d)(2) (DISC);
Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.925(a)-lT(d)(2) (FSC).
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In all cases, export transactions can give rise to gross receipts that
qualify for DISC or FSC benefits-called "qualified export receipts"
for DISC purposes and "foreign trading gross receipts" for FSC purposes-only if they involve "export property.1 79 The definition of export property under both provisions is nearly identical.8 0 Each begins
by setting forth three affirmative requirements which must be met in
order to qualify as export property.8 ' Both definitions then specifically exclude certain categories of property, even if these three affirmative requirements are satisfied.82
At issue in the context of this Note is the export property exclusion set forth in I.R.C. section 927(a)(2)(B). This provision, which
tracks verbatim its DISC counterpart in section 993(c)(2)(B), states
that export property does not include "patents, inventions, models,
designs, formulas, or processes whether or not patented, copyrights
(other than films, tapes, records, orsimilar reproductions,for commercial or home use), good will, trademarks, trade brands, franchises, or
8' 3
other like property.
IV. Evolution of the Term "Export Property" in the Context
of Computer Software
Since software is entitled to U.S. copyright protection, section
927(a)(2)(B)'s "copyright exclusion" clause raised concern among
software developers that the Internal Revenue Service might take the
position that software did not qualify as export property.84 Treasury
Regulation section 1.993-3(f)(3) helped to allay this fear by stating
that "although a copyright such as a copyright on a book does not
constitute export property, a copyrighted article (such as a book) if
not accompanied by a right to reproduce it is export property if the
79. I.R.C. §§ 993(a)(1)(A) (DISC), 924(a)(1) (FSC).

80. See I.R.C. 3H 993(c) (DISC), 927(a) (FSC).
81. I.R.C. §§ 993(c)(1) (DISC), 927(a)(1) (FSC). Specifically, section 927(a)(1) defines export property as property:
(A) manufactured, produced, grown, or extracted in the United States by a person
other than a FSC, (B) held primarily for sale, lease or rental, in the ordinary course of
trade or business by, or to, a FSC, for direct use, consumption, or disposition outside the
United States, and (C) not more than 50% of the fair market value of which is attributable
to articles imported into the United States.
I.R.C. § 927(a)(1).
82. I.R.C. 33 993(c)(2), (3) (DISC); §§ 927(a)(2), (3) (FSC).
83. I.R.C. § 927(a)(2)(B) (emphasis added).
84. Richard L. Parker & David S. Foster, Software Ruled to be Export PropertyGCM 39449, 15 TAX MoMrT. INT'L J.103 (1986).
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requirements of this section are otherwise satisfied."'s s The regulation, however, contains no explicit references to computer software.
Thus, six years later, the Internal Revenue Service issued General
Council Memorandum 39,449 (GCM) to specifically address the concerns of the software industry.86 Importantly, the software at issue
consisted of mass-marketed software, sold without reproduction
rights. Analogizing this software to the copyrighted books referred to
in the DISC regulations, the GCM stated that the software constituted
a finished product and, thus, fell within the definition of export property since "[t]hese provisions seem to include within the term 'export
property' finished products, or inventory items."' S Although the
GCM based its finding on this "finished product" rationale, it also
noted that the parenthetical statutory language of the copyright exclusion of section 993(c)(2)(B) (the "reproductions exception",) is "not
limited as to subject matter" and that "since the copyrighted computer
software is marketed on magnetic tapes for commercial use, such
tapes seem to specifically qualify based on the Code language."Based upon this conclusion, master software tapes would also qualify
as export property by reason of section 993(c)(2)(B)'s reproduction
exception.
Such an interpretation was invalidated, however, with the promulgation of Temporary Treasury Regulation section 1.927(a)-lT in
1987. Although almost identical to its DISC counterpart,89 Temporary
Regulation Section 1.927(a)-1T(f)(3), for the first time, specifically addressed software within the context of export property. The regulation explicitly excludes master tapes of software licensed to a foreign
customer for reproduction overseas from the definition of export
property, even though master tapes of records or films are provided
such treatment. Specifically, the regulation states:
Although a copyright such as a copyright on a book or computer
software does not constitute export property, a copyrighted article
(such as a book or standardized, mass marketed computer software)
if not accompanied by a right to reproduce for external use is export
property if the requirements of this section are otherise satisfied.
Computer software referred to in the preceding sentence may be on
any medium, including, but not limited to, magnetic tape, punched
85. Treas. Reg. § 1.993-3(f)(3) (1995).
86. Gen. Couns. Mem. 39,449 (Nov. 25, 1985).
87. Id.
88. Id.

89. Treas. Reg. § 1.993-3(f)(3) (1995).
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cards, disks, semi-conductor chips and circuit boards. A license of a
master recording tape for reproduction outside the United States is0
not disqualified under this paragraph from being export property.9

This denial of the FSC benefit to master tapes of software constitutes an overbroad interpretation of section 927(a)(2)(B), because the
same benefit is available to functionally identical master tapes of films
and sound recordings.
V.

Computer Software Qualifies as Export Property

The "Plain Meaning" of Section 927(a)(2)(B) Explicitly
Includes Software Within the Definition of Export
Property, Even When Accompanied By
Reproduction Rights
"The most basic tenet of statutory construction is that the starting
point for interpreting a statute is the language of the statute itself." 91
Thus, to determine whether the definition of export property includes
the sale or licensing of computer software when accompanied by reproduction rights, one must first look to the definition of the term
"export property" as it appears in the statute.
Although section 927(a)(2)(B) generally excludes copyrights
from the definition of export property, it expressly excepts "film,
tapes, records or similarreproductions,for commercial or home use"
from that exclusionary clauseY2 Since these words are not technical
terms of art unique to the tax field, but are instead common, everyday
terms undefined by the statute, they must be given the same meanings
in section 927(a)(2)(B) that they carry in ordinary usage. 93 As such,
94
the dictionary provides a logical source for interpreting these terms.
In the context paralleling section 927(a)(2)(B), Webster's Dictionary
A.

defines a "reproduction" as "something reproduced: as ... a representation in another form or medium... [or] an exact copy."9 5 The term
90. Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.927(a)-lT(F)(3) (1987).

91. Intel Corp. v. Commissioner, 100 T.C. 616, 630 (1993) (citing Consumer Prod.
Safety Comm'n v. GTE Sylvania, Inc., 447 U.S. 102, 108 (1980)).

92. I.R.C. § 927(a)(2)(B) (emphasis added).
93. See, eg., Malat v. Riddell, 383 U.S. 569, 571-72 (1966); Commissioner v. Brown,
380 U.S. 563, 570-71 (1965); Kovacs v. Commissioner, 100 T.C. 124, 128 (1993), affd per

curiam, 25 F.3d 1048 (6th Cir. 1994), cert. denied, 115 S. Ct. 424 (1994); Ashland Oil, Inc. v.
Commissioner, 95 T.C. 348, 356 (1990).

94. See e.g., Commissioner v. Soliman, 506 U.S. 168, 174 (1993); Kovacs, 100 T.C. at
128; Jefferson-Pilot Corp. v. Commissioner, 98 T.C. 435,442 (1992), affd, 995 F.2d 530 (4th
Cir. 1993).
95. WEBSTER'S THIRD NEw INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY 1927-28 (1966).
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"reproduce," in relevant context, means "to make an image, copy, or
other representation of." 96
In light of those definitions, software masters, whether in the
form of tapes or disks, clearly constitute "reproductions." Software
masters are "exact copies" of the final object code, reproduced onto
tangible media so that the ultimate end-user software program may be
distributed in an economically efficient manner. Masters, as well as
copies made from masters, are physically indistinguishable from the
originally developed object code, other masters, and other copies of
masters, provided that they are all reproduced on the same physical
medium. Furthermore, as "tapes" are specifically included in the reproduction exclusion of section 927(a)(2)(B), master tapes of computer software are explicitly included in the statutory definition of
export property. Even if master disks are distinguished from master
tapes, since the two are functionally equivalent and differ only as to
tangible medium, the master disks indisputably meet the statutory requirement that they be "similar" to "films, tapes, [or] records." Finally, the masters also satisfy the statutory condition that they be "for
commercial or home use," since the foreign distributors use them exclusively for the commercial purpose of making and marketing copies
of the software products. The reproduction clause contains no further
qualifiers, provisos, or other terms from which any other type of requirement could be extracted by implication.
Nevertheless, the Internal Revenue Service, in its interpretation
of Temporary Regulation Section 1.927(a)-lT, limited the reproduction exclusion of section 927(a)(2)(B) to reproductions used solely in
the "entertainment industry. ' 97 This additional limitation on the
scope of the reproduction exception represents nothing more "than an
attempted addition to the statute of something which is not there." '
Nowhere in the statute is there language which authorizes such a restrictive interpretation of the reproduction exception. According to
the plain language of this exception, any type of copyrighted intangibles embodied in "films, tapes records or other similar reproductions" qualifies as export property. Neither section 927(a)(2)(B) nor
any other section of the FSC provisions authorizes treating software
differently from motion pictures and sound recordings, which is exactly what the Treasury's proposed regulations contemplate. Such an
96. Id at 1927.
97. Tech. Adv. Mem. 93-44-002 (May 27, 1993).
98. United States v. Calamaro, 354 U.S. 351, 359 (1957).
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interpretation flies in the face of the "first canon" of statutory
construction:
[I]n interpreting a statute a court should always turn first to one,
cardinal canon before all others. We have stated time and again
that courts must presume that a legislature says in a statute what it
means and means in a statute what is says there .... When the

words of a statute are unambiguous,99then, this first canon is also the
last: "judicial inquiry is complete."
Thus, the only way the Treasury's restrictive interpretation of the
reproduction exception may overcome the unambiguous language of
the statute is by showing that there is a "very clear" indication in the
legislative history "that the statute does not mean what it so plainly
seems to say."" ° Moreover, because the regulation bestows uniquely
favored treatment to one particular industry, even greater evidence of
the validity of the Treasury's interpretation is required since a "desire
for equality among taxpayers is to be attributed to Congress, rather
than the reverse." '' The relevant legislative history, however, fails to
meet these stringent standards for overcoming the plain language of
the statute. Instead, the congressional record suggests that Congress
intended to make the reproduction exception available universally,
without discriminating between different industries.
99. Connecticut Nat'l Bank v. Germain, 503 U.S. 249, 253-54 (1992) (citations omitted); Freytag v. Commissioner, 501 U.S. 868, 873-74 (1991) (refusing to "create an exception [to the class of cases assignable to Tax Court special trial judges] where Congress has
declined to do so" under the Code's plain language); see also United States v. Derr, 968
F.2d 943, 945 (9th Cir. 1992).
100. Aaron v. SEC, 446 U.S. 680, 697 (1980); see also Hallstrom v. Tillamook County,
493 U.S. 20, 28-29 (1989) (requiring evidence of intent "demonstrably at odds" with the
statute); United States v. Lande, 968 F.2d 907, 911 (9th Cir. 1992) (quoting U.S. v. Van
Winnow, 951 F.2d 1069, 1072 (9th Cir. 1991) (requiring "most extraordinary showing of
contrary intentions")), cert denied, 507 U.S. 926 (1993); Lenz v. Commissioner, 101 T.C.
260, 268 (1993) (requiring "unequivocal evidence"); Phillips Petroleum Co. v. Commissioner, 101 T.C. 78, 97 (1993) ("unequivocal evidence"), affd, 70 F.3d. 1282 (10th Cir.
1995). The Supreme Court has previously indicated that such a showing is possible in only
"rare cases." Hallstrom, 493 U.S. at 28-29; Griffin v. Oceanic Contractors, Inc., 458 U.S.
564, 571 (1982). In fact, some of the Court's most recent holdings suggest that legislative
history can never override an unambiguous statute. See, e.g., Patterson v. Shumate, 504
U.S. 753, 761-62 (1992).
101. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. v. United States, 320 U.S. 422, 425 (1943); cf TeleCommunications, Inc. v. Commissioner, 95 T.C. 495, 506-14 (1990) (rejecting respondent's
contention that cable television franchises are outside the scope of the term "franchise" as
defined in section 1253 and that the term should be limited to private franchises such as
those for retail hamburger outlets), affd, 70 F.3d 1282 (10th Cir. 1995).
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The Evolution of Section 927(a) (2)(B): The Legislative
History Supports a Broad Interpretation of the
Exception to the Copyright Exclusion

The FSC provisions of the Internal Revenue Code were enacted
as part of the Tax Reform Act of 1984. The definition of export property found in section 927(a) of the FSC statute has never been
amended and, in fact, is identical to the previously enacted DISC language of section 993(c).102 Because the FSC definition of export property was taken directly from the previously adopted DISC provisions,
the 1984 congressional committee reports only briefly discuss the
subject. 0 3
In describing the FSC provisions, the Senate Finance Committee
report stated that, "[i]n general, where the provisions of the bill are
identical or substantially similar to the DISC provisions under present
law, the committee intends that rules comparable to the rules in and
regulations issued under those provision will be applied to the
FSC."' 04 The Committee also cited the DISC regulations-specifically, Treasury Regulation section 1.993-1(b)-in explaining its definition of export property that will qualify for FSC benefits.t ' This
regulation incorporates by reference the DISC statute's definition of
export property.106 Nothing in either the statutory language or legislative history of the Tax Reform Act of 1984 suggests that the export
of computer software or any other copyrighted intangible should be
treated any differently under the FSC provisions than under the DISC
provisions. Thus, the legislative history of section 993(c)(2)(B)-the
specific DISC provision that section 927(a)(2)(B) follows verbatimrepresents the ultimate source of congressional intent with respect to
section 927(a)(2)(B).
The genesis of the DISC provisions was legislation introduced,
but not enacted, in 1970. The House of Representatives first introduced the DISC legislation on July 9,1970, at the request of the Nixon
102. See DEFRA, supra note 71, § S01(a).
103. S. REP. 98-169, supra note 71, at 653; HR CoNwT. REP. No. 861, 9Sth Cong , 2d
Sess. 971 (1984) [hereinafter H.R CoN'. REP. 98-861]. The 1984 House bill did not includa

any FSC provisions; therefore, the report of the Ways and Means Committee did not address the subject. Id.
104. S. REP. 98-169, supra note 71, at 636.
105. Id. at 639. See also Joirr Comm. ON TAxXroN, 9S'n CONa., 2D SESS., GENEPAL
EXPLANATION OF THE REVENUE PROVISIONS OF THE DErIcrr REDucrioN AcT OF 1934, at

1043 (1984).
106. See Treas. Reg. § 1.993-1(a)(5) (1995).
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Administration. 7 That legislation was superseded by the introduction one month later of the Trade Act of 1970.108 Each of these bills
narrowly defined the type of copyrighted intangibles that would qualify for DISC benefits. Specifically, the first bill would have excluded
from DISC benefits income from the "renting or licensing of... copyrights (other than motion picturefilms orfilms or tapes used for radio
or television broadcasting)... . " The subsequent proposal reached
a similar result, but with slightly different language. It would have
excluded income from "renting or licensing of ... copyrights (other
than films, tapes, or recordsfor the commercial showing of motion pictures or used for radio or television broadcastingor to provide background music) ... ."110 Therefore, both bills would have restricted the
ability of copyrighted intangibles to qualify as export property according to not only the medium in which the copyright was embodied, but
also the content of the copyrighted work. As originally proposed, the
definition of export property would have restricted the DISC benefit
to copyrighted films, tapes, or records used only for motion pictures,
radio, television broadcasting, or background music."' Significantly,
however, although the bill was passed by the House," 2 it was not
voted on in the Senate and, thus, expired with the close of the 91st
Congress.
When the DISC legislation was reintroduced the following year
as part of the Revenue Act of 1971, it contained a much broader definition of copyrighted articles which would qualify as export property." 3 This definition considered only the medium in which the
copyrighted material was embodied and no longer the content of the
copyrighted work. Specifically, the copyright provision parenthetical
referred to "films, tapes, records, or similar reproductions, for commercial or home use" but without any reference to the movie or recording industries." 4 It is this definition of export property that was
ultimately enacted as section 993(c) of the Internal Revenue Code.
107. 116 CONG. REc. 23,645 (1970) (as H.R. 18392 by Rep. Byrnes, ranking Republican
Member of the House Committee on Ways and Means).
108. 116 CONG. REc. 28,886 (1970) (as H.R. 18970 by Rep. Mills, Chairman of the
House Committee on Ways and Means).
109. H.R. 18392, 91st Cong., 2d Sess., § 991(d) (1970) (emphasis added).
110. H.R. 18970, 91st Cong., 2d Sess., § 993(a)(2)(D) (1970) (emphasis added).
111. See H.R. 18392, supra note 109; H.R. 18970, supra note 110.
112. 116 CONG. REc. 38,228 (1970).
113. Revenue Act of 1971, Pub. L. No. 92-178 (1971).
114. lit
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There is no specific mention of the change in the definition of
export property in the legislative history of the Revenue Act of 1971.
One may presume that this lack of comment is due to the fact that the
1971 Congress was newly elected and, therefore, saw no need to explain differences with its predecessor. Regardless of the rationale behind the changes, to assume that Congress did not intend to materially
alter the 1970 definitions runs counter to the "compelling... proposition that Congress does not intend sub silentio to enact statutory lan11 s
guage that it has earlier discarded in favor of other language.
Thus, one may rationally conclude that Congress specifically intended
to broaden the scope of the DISC benefit beyond that originally proposed in 1970.
C.

The Treasury Department's Initial Interpretations of the
Legislative History

In fact, in drafting the original DISC regulations, the IRS explicitly recognized that the enabling parenthetical contained in the 1970
proposed legislation was broadened in the 1971 legislation.11 ' The
technical memorandum accompanying the transmittal of the final regulations cites this broadening of the parenthetical language in section
993(c)(2)(B) as authority to extend the definition of export property
to master recording tapes licensed for reproduction overseas. 117 The
memorandum compares the scope of the copyright parenthetical language proposed in 1970 with the language as enacted in section
993(c)(2)(B) and concludes that "[t]his language which treats 'films,
tapes, records or similar reproductions for commercial or home use' as
an exception to excluded copyrights is much broader than the language in the two previous bills and indicates Congressional intent to
make DISC benefits available to the record industry."118 Although
the Service addressed the issue of extending the exception to include
software by expressly acknowledging that it was included within the
term "other copyrighted property" as it appears in the final regulations, it decided that "it was unnecessary to further clarify the
term." 119 The memorandum does not, however, distinguish software
from movies or sound recordings. 20
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.

INS v. Cardoza-Fonseca, 480 U.S. 421, 442-43 (1987).
See generally T.D. 7514 (1977).
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
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Nevertheless, between 1985 and 1993, the Internal Revenue Service issued three technical advice memoranda and one general counsel
memorandum interpreting the extent to which software qualifies for
DISC or FSC benefits. Technical Advice Memorandum 85-49-003121
and the corresponding General Counsel Memorandum 39,449122 concluded that the export of mass-marketed software that is sold without
the right of reproduction qualifies for DISC benefits. In its analysis,
the Service adopted the broad interpretation of the term "export
property," specifically concluding that "[t]he 'films, tapes, records or
other similar reproductions' language of section 993(c)(2)(B) is not
limited as to subject matter."'2 The Service based this conclusion on
the difference between the parenthetical language of the 1970 proposed legislation and that of section 993(c)(2)(B), concluding that
"one could ... argue that since the enacted provision does not seem to
be solely limited to the entertainment industry, such provision should
not be interpreted in a restrictive manner."124 Although the memorandum questioned whether Congress ever intended that mass-produced computer software be within the parenthetical exception to
section 993(c)(2)(B), the drafters declined to resolve this issue. Instead, they relied on the "finished product" rationale discussed earlier,12 s characterizing the transaction as a sale of tangible property
126
since the license did not include a right to reproduce the software.
Nevertheless, the Internal Revenue Service specifically concluded that
copyrights qualifying as export property under section 993(c)(2)(B)
are not limited to the entertainment industry. 27
In 1986, the Service again issued a technical advice memorandum
that addressed the issue of whether computer software qualified as
export property under the DISC provisions.12 8 Here, the Service
ruled that exported computer software updates that were not copyrighted would nevertheless qualify for DISC benefits because the
property was not sold with a right of reproduction.12 9 Again, the
memorandum adopted the broad interpretation of the term export
property, citing the change to the parenthetical enacted in 1971 as au121. Tech. Adv. Mem. 85-49-003 (Nov. 25, 1985).
122. Gen. Couns. Mem. 39,449 (Nov. 25, 1985).

123. Id
124. Id. (emphasis added).
125. See supra part IV.
126. Gen. Couns. Mem. 39,449 (Nov. 25, 1985).

127. Id
128. Tech. Adv. Mem. 86-52-001 (Sept. 3, 1986).
129. Id
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thority for concluding that the statutory language of section 993(c)
does not limit the content of copyrights that may qualify as export
property.130 Thus, in 1986, the Service continued to hold that the
proper reading of section 993(c)(2)(B) did not restrict the DISC benefit to only those copyrights used in the movie or recording industries.
In 1992, the I.R.S. issued a private letter ruling permitting
software developed by a U.S. corporation and licensed to a foreign
subsidiary that would, in turn, sublicense the software to the ultimate
consumer to qualify as export property even though the software was
13
not registered for a particular copyright. '
In sum, the technical advice memoranda and ruling positions of
the Internal Revenue Service through 1992 do not specifically address
the issue of whether the export of a software copyright with unlimited
right of reproduction can qualify as export property. The rulings do,
however, imply that the definition of export property does not preclude a software copyright from being included within the enabling
parentheticals of sections 927(a)(2)(B) and 993(c)(2)(B). In particular, the 1985 and 1986 technical advice memoranda cite the difference
between the 1970 and 1971 definition of export property as evidencing
congressional intent to expand the types of copyrighted property included in the reproduction exception.
D.

Technical Advice Memorandum 93-44-002: Misinterpretation
of the Legislative History

In 1993, after sixteen years of consistently adopting a broad interpretation of the exception to the copyright exclusion, the Internal
Revenue Service reversed itself, concluding for the first time that
Congress intended to limit the exception to the "entertainment industry.13 Technical Advice Memorandum 93-44-002 (TAM) involved a
taxpayer which licensed a non-transferable, non-exclusive right to
reproduce a software program and market the software in a given territory to foreign distributors.13 3 The software program was transferred via a master magnetic disk embodying the software program."The TAM concluded that the master did not qualify as export property because it was accompanied by a right to reproduce the software
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.

Id.
Priv. Ltr. Rul. 92-10-015 (Dec. 6, 1991).
Tech. Adv. Mem. 93-44-002 (May 27, 1993).
Id
Id.
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overseas. 135 In interpreting Temporary Regulation Section 1.927(a)1T(f)(3), the Service again reviewed the history of the exception to
the copyright exclusion and this time concluded that the parenthetical
exceptions to section 993(c)(2)(B) applied only to audio or video
tapes used in the "entertainment industry" and not to computer
13 6
tapes.
Whereas the Service's prior analysis of the legislative history focused on the differences between the 1970 and the 1971 definitions of
export property, TAM 93-44-002 emphasized only the language of
House Bill 18970. Focusing on the bill's indisputable intention to provide an exception to the copyright exclusion for motion pictures,
broadcasting and background music, the Technical Advice Memorandum dubiously transposed this intention to the 1971 legislation, leading to its conclusion that the reproduction exception should be limited
to the entertainment industry. In analyzing the differences between
the 1970 and the 1971 provisions, the Service commented only on the
latter's substitution of "commercial or home use" for the former's
"commercial" use requirement, finding that change insufficient to
modify the "entertainment industry" restriction which had been interpreted into the 1970 bill.' 37 Overlooked was the fact that the 1971
provision also added the catchall term "similar reproductions" to the
"films, tapes, or records" clause of the 1970 provision. 38 More importantly, the Service also disregarded the fact that the 1971 provision
dropped all of the language in the 1970 provision that it found so connotative of Congress' intent to limit the reproduction exception to the
entertainment industry (i.e., the references to "motion pictures," "radio or television broadcasting," and "background music").
In deferring to the 1970 legislative history of the DISC provisions,
Technical Advice Memorandum 93-44-002 noted that the 1971 legisla139
tive history is silent on the scope of the reproduction exception.
The TAM then cited this absence of affirmative evidence to extend
the parenthetical language of the copyright exclusion outside the "entertainment industry" as justification for maintaining this limitation in
scope. However, courts have consistently dismissed such reliance
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.

Id.
Id.
Id.
Revenue Act of 1971, Pub. L. No. 92-178 (1971).
Tech. Adv. Mem. 93-44-002 (May 27, 1993).
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upon the silence of legislative history140as a basis for altering the scope
of unambiguous statutory language.
Thus, the TAM's restrictive interpretation of the exception to the
copyright exclusion violates established principles governing the use
of legislative history in interpreting an unambiguous statute. 14 The
enacted statute, not the legislative history, is the law.1 42 "It is not the
law that a statute can have no effects which are not explicitly mentioned in its legislative history."'1 4 3 To support its restrictive interpretation against judicial scrutiny, the Internal Revenue Service carries
the "exceptionally heavy" burden 144 of locating "unequivocal evidence" in the legislative history 45 that Congress did not intend to
broaden the scope of the exception as enacted in the final statute.
Nothing, however, in the 1971 legislative history contains even the
slightest evidence of an intention to preserve the scope of the expired
1970 exception. In fact, the sharp contrast between the 1970 provision
and the enacted statute tends to suggest the exact opposite: an intent
to expand the scope of the original provision. Prior to its issuance of
Technical Advice Memorandum 93-44-002, the Service had, in fact,
adopted this latter interpretation.'" Given the fact that only the
House of Representatives even considered the 1970 legislation, it
would be unjustifiable to impute its intentions to the entire Congress.
D.

Temporary Regulation § 1.927(a)-1T(j)(3) Adopts a
Restrictive Interpretation of the Reproduction Exclusion
Which Is Not Authorized by Section 927(a) (2)(B)

Apart from TAM's improper use of the legislative history, the
only other authority upon which the Internal Revenue Service relies
140. See eg., RE. Dietz Corp. v. United States, 939 F.2d 1, 7 (2d Cir. 1991) (quoting
Moskal v. United States, 498 U.S. 103, 111 (1990)) ("we do not 'require that every permis-

sible application of a statute be expressly referred to in its legislative history'"); Dougherty
v. Commissioner, 60 T.C. 917, 925 (1973) (taxpayer's argumentun ex silenio could not

overcome the express terms of the statute). The refusal of these courts to rely on the mere
silence of legislative history to alter the scope of an unambiguous statute accords vAith

abundant authority from the Supreme Court. Se4 eg., Union Bank v. Wolas, 502 U.S. 151,
157-58 (1991); United States v. Monsanto, 491 U.S. 600,608.09 (19S9); Mansell V,Mansell,
490 U.S. 581, 592 (1989) ("Congress is not required to build a record in the legislative
history to defend its policy choices").
141. See also supra part V.A.

142. City of Chicago v. Environmental Defense Fund, 114 U.S. 155-., 1593 (1994).
143. Pittston Coal Group v. Sebben, 4S8 U.S. 105, 115 (1988).
144. Union Bank, 502 U.S. at 156.
145. Phillips, 101 T.C. at 97.

146. See supra part V.C.
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for its stance on the exception is section 1.927(a)-1T(f)(3) of the Department of the Treasury's temporary regulations, which interprets
section 927(a)(2)(B). 47 This reliance on the temporary regulations, in
support of the TAM's denial of the FSC benefit to software masters
when accompanied by a right to reproduce, is problematic for two reasons. First, the regulation interprets section 927(a)(2)(B) in a more
restrictive manner than the statute requires. Second, the memorandum's interpretation of the "if not accompanied by a right to
reproduce" clause of the regulation creates an inconsistency that
would render the regulation invalid.
After reiterating the statute in the first sentence of section
1.927(a)-1T(f)(3), the regulation proceeds to incorporate the DISC
regulation's distinction between a copyright of a book and a copyrighted book, the former of which does not constitute export property,
the latter of which does.148 The FSC regulations specifically add
software to this distinction. 1 49 However, the FSC regulations go be-

yond both the statute and the previously issued DISC regulations by
qualifying the ability of a copyrighted article to meet the definition of
export property. Specifically, the regulation would, by negative implication, bar all copyrighted articles (including, but not limited to, books
and computer software) from classification as export property whenever they are "accompanied by rights to reproduce for external
0

use."15

As the FSC provisions contain no specific mandate for the promulgation of regulations under section 927(a)(2)(B), the Department
of the Treasury issued Temporary Regulation section 1.927(a)147. Tech. Adv. Mem. 93-44-002 (May 27, 1993). Defining the term "export property"
as applied in the context of intangible property, Temporary Treasury Regulation section
1.927(a)-lT(f)(3) states:
(3) Intangible Property. Export property does not include ... any copyright
(other than films, tapes, records, or similar reproductions, for commercial or
home use) .... Although a copyright such as a copyright on a book or computer
software does not constitute export property, a copyrighted article (such as a

book or standardized, mass marketed computer software) if not accompanied by
a right to reproduce for external use is export property if the requirements of this

section are otherwise satisfied. Computer software referred to in the preceding
sentence may be on any medium, including, but not limited to, magnetic tape,
punched cards, disks, semi-conductor chips and circuit boards. A license of a

master recording tape for reproduction outside the United States is not disqualified under this paragraph from being export property.
148. Temp Treas. Reg. § 1.927(a)-1T(0(3) (1987); Treas. Reg. § 1.993-3(0(3) (1995); see
also supra part IV.

149. Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.927(a)-lT(0(3) (1987).
150. Id.
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1T(f)(3) under the general rulemaking power granted it by section
7805(a).15 ' The regulation is therefore an interpretative, not a legislative, regulation.'5 2 Such regulations are generally "entitled to substantial weight"'5 3 so long as they "implement the congressional
mandate in some reasonable manner."'s' The Supreme Court has
ruled that:
In determining whether a particular regulation carries out the congressional mandate in a proper manner, we look to see whether te
regulationharmonizes with de plain language of the statute, its ori-

gin, and its purpose. A regulation may have particular force if it is a
substantially contemporaneous construction of the statute by those
presumed to have been aware of congressional intent. If the regulation dates from a later period, the manner in which it evolved merits
inquiry. Other relevant considerations are the length of time the
regulation has been in effect, the reliance placed on it, the consistency of the Commissioner's interpretation, and the degree of scrutiny Congress has devoted 155to the regulation during subsequent
reenactments of the statute.
A review of these considerations leads to the conclusion that the
FSC regulation's interpretation of the reproduction exception to the
copyright exclusion is an unreasonably restrictive view of section
927(a)(2)(B).
The reproduction exception to section 927(a)(2)(B)'s copyright
exclusion is an unambiguous provision which provides no basis for
narrowing the scope of the term "reproductions" which it describes.'"
Nevertheless, Temporary Regulation section 1.927(a)-lT(f)(3) con151. I.R.C. § 7805(a).
152. See Western Nat'l Mut. Ins. Co. v. Commissioner, 102 T.C. 338, 357 (194). afi'd.
65 F.3d 90 (8th Cir. 1995).
153. Lykes v. United States, 343 U.S. 118, 127 (1952).
154. United States v. Correl, 389 U.S. 299, 307 (1967).
155. National Muffler Dealers' Ass'n v. United States, 440 U.S. 472, 477 (1979) (emphasis added). Although the regulation at issue is only a temporary, as opposed to a final,
regulation the Tax Court has reviewed temporary interpretive regulations Several times
under this same standard of limited deference. See Peterson Marital Trust v. Commissioner, 102 T.C. 790 (1994), affd, 78 F.3d 795 (2d Cir. 1996) and cases cited therein. The
assumed equivalence of temporary and final regulations appears to be traceable to but a
single sentence of dictum. See LeCroy Research Sys. Corp. v. Commissioner, 751 F-2d 123,
127 (2d Cir. 1984). If temporary regulations received equal treatment with proposed regulations, the applicable standard would be that such regulations should -carry no more
weight than a position advanced on brief by respondent." Laglia v. Commissioner, 13 T.C.
894, 897-98 (1987) and cases cited therein. Since these temporary FSC regulations were
issued simultaneously as proposed regulations, they should perhaps be evaluated in accordance %ith the even more limited deference afforded proposed regulations.
156. See supra part V.A.
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strues the unqualified term "similar reproductions" as if the statute
referred instead to reproductions other than those accompanied by a
right to reproduce. The regulation, therefore, violates a cardinal constraint upon statutory interpretation, namely, that such a regulation
15 7
may never qualify or limit the terms of an unambiguous statute.
Accordingly, the "right to reproduce" qualification is "no more than
an attempted addition to the statute of something which is not there"
and, as such, is invalid. 158
The "right to reproduce" qualification would be invalid even if
the statutory language were deemed ambiguous, for such an interpretation does not "harmonize" with the statute's "origin" and "purpose."5 9 Nowhere in the legislative history did Congress evince an
intention to limit eligible "reproductions" to only those unaccompanied by a right to reproduce. In fact, the 1971 committee reports state
that "the sale or lease of a copyrighted book, record, or other article
does generally produce qualified export receipt," nowhere implying
that this is so only if such copyrighted article is not accompanied by a
160
right to reproduce.
E. A ProperInterpretationof Temporary Regulation Section
1.927(a)-JT() (3) Does Not Deny Software Masters
Export Property Classification
The aforementioned difficulties with the FSC regulations' interpretation of section 927(a)(2)(B) are compounded by the dissonant
exemption of master recording tapes from the reach of the supposed
"right to reproduce" limitation. Specifically, the final sentence of
Treasury Regulation section 1.927(a)-1T(f)(3) states that "[a] license
of a master recording tape for reproduction outside the United States
is not disqualified under this paragraph from being export prop157. Stephenson Trust v. Commissioner, 81 T.C. 283, 288 (1983) ("Where the statute's
provisions are unambiguous, and its directive specific, the Commissioner has no power to
amend it by regulation.").

158. U.S. v. Calamaro, 354 U.S. 351, 359 (1957). The regulation's ruling that a right to
reproduce disqualifies computer software as export property also contrasts markedly with
judicial holdings that a right to reproduce is the key to the qualification of computer
software as tangible property eligible for the investment credit. See Comshare v. United
States, 27 F.3d 1142, 1150( 6th Cir. 1994). Compare Ronnen v. Commissioner, 90 T.C. 74,
98 (1988). Qualifying software as tangible personal property would completely eliminate it
from section 927(a)(2)(B)'s intangible exclusion.
159. National Muffler Dealers' Ass'n, 440 U.S. at 477.

160. H.R. REP. No. 533, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. 69 (1971); S. REP. No. 437, 92d Cong., 1st
Sess. 102 (1971).
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erty."''1 1 This provision contradicts the immediately preceding con-

tention that a copyrighted intangible, when combined with a right to
reproduce, does not qualify as export property. Thus, these two contradictory provisions create an internal inconsistency within the
regulation.
To avoid this internal inconsistency, the Internal Revenue Service
interpreted this "master recording" exception to the copyright exclusion as being limited to the recording industry. 162 This interpretation
was based on the use of the term "recording tape" in the immediately
preceding paragraph of the regulation. 16 3 As has been previously
shown, however, there exists absolutely no support for such a limitation in either the statute itself or its legislative history.' 4 In fact, a
discussion between House Ways and Means Committee Chairman
Mills and Representative Corman in regard to the DISC legislation
indicated that the sale or license of a master film with a right of reproduction outside the United States would also quality as export property.165 This fact alone indicates that the memorandum's
interpretation of the "master recording" exception is overly
restrictive.
Regardless of the fact that the statute does not compel this discrimination against software, the disparate treatment afforded the
software industry and the film and recording industries will be increasingly difficult to enforce as technological advances lead to a convergence of these industries. In fact, developments in computer
technology will soon eliminate the distinction between the medium on
which movies, music, and computer data are delivered to the customer.166 Consumers will soon be able to access movies and music
through personal computer networks or other interactive media, and
it will become increasingly difficult to determine whether a royalty is
paid for the use of the software or the use of the video or musical
performance.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.

67

Thus, including software within the "master record-

Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.927(a)-1T(f)(3) (1987).
Tech. Adv. Mem. 93-44-002 (May 27, 1993).
Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.927(a)-lT(f)(2)(iv) (1987).
See supra parts V.A.-B.
117 CONG. REC. 34,894 (1971).

166. See Thtans, supra note 63; Paul Farhi, Matsushita Seeking Synergy-Firm Hopes to
Gain from All Sides of EntertainmentProducts, WASH.Posr, Nov. 2, 1990, at Cl; Mark
Gunther, Networks Plug into CD-ROM, DErRorr FREE-Press, Sept. 25, 1994, at 1G.
167. See 77tans, supra note 63; Paul Farhi, MatsushitaSeeking Syncrgy-Ftrm Hopes to
Gain from All Sides of EntertainmentProducts,WASH. Posr, Nov. 28, 1990, at Cl; Mark
Gunther, Networks Plug into CD-ROM, DErRorr FPxE PREss, Sept. 25, 1994, at 1G.
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ing" exception would lead to similar treatment of indistinguishable
products.
Such an interpretation of the "master recording" exception, combined with an alternative interpretation of the "right to reproduce"
qualification, would avoid the internal inconsistency of Treasury Regulation section 1.927(a)-1T(f)(3) and comply with the plain language
of the statute as well. As interpreted by Technical Advice Memorandum 93-44-002, the "right to reproduce" qualification implies that a
copyrighted article accompanied by a right to reproduce is not export
property.168 This, however, is not what the regulation says. Instead, it
states that a copyrighted article not accompanied by a right to
reproduce for external use is export property. As the regulation indicates, these copyrighted articles include books and standardized,
mass-marketed computer software. In other words, the "right to
reproduce" qualification deals only with finished products that are
sold to the ultimate consumer. It does not deal with the treatment of
software masters-physical copies of the original copyrighted matter
that are not sold to customers, but rather are used only to make additional copies that are to be sold.
Only the "master recording" exception, the last sentence of Temporary Regulation Section 1.927(a)-1T(f)(3), deals with the latter
types of articles. As TAM 93-44-002 states, this exception "reiterates
and expands upon" the statutory reproduction exception "by explicitly including the license of a master recording tape in the definition of
export property."'1 69 Since neither the statute nor its legislative history compels restricting this clause solely to the recording industry
and, in fact, requires that it at least be expanded to include the film
industry, 170 software masters should qualify for this exception as well.
It is a "well-recognized maxim that in interpreting a regulation
the court should, if possible, avoid a construction which will bring into
question the validity of the regulation."'1 71 Technical Advice Memorandum 93-44-002's construction of the second sentence of section
1.927(a)-lT(f)(3) brings into question the validity of the regulation
due to its conflict with the final sentence of the same section. Inter168. Tech. Adv. Mem. 93-44-002 (May 27, 1993).

169. Id.
170. 117 CONG. REC. 34,887 (1971).
171. Steen v. Commissioner, 61 T.C. 298, 304 (1973), affd per curiam, 508 F.2d 268 (5th
Cir. 1975); see also Bhada v. Commissioner, 89 T.C. 959, 973 (1987), aff'd, 892 F.2d 39 (6th
Cir. 1989).
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preting the second sentence as not addressing the software masters
avoids this confusion and thus upholds the validity of the regulation.
VI.

Congress Should Amend the FSC Provisions to
Explicitly Include Computer Software in the
Definition of Export Property, Even When
Accompanied by a Right
to Reproduce

The purpose of the FSC provisions was to augment the competitiveness of U.S. manufactured exports vis-a-vis exports from other
countries whose tax systems effectively exempted exports.Y7- The
software industry represents one of the United States' most significant
export industries and, as a net exporter, an important contributor in
the effort to reduce the U.S. trade deficit."r Since efficient marketing
practices often require software developers to include a right of reproduction with their licenses, 174 the FSC regulation's denial of "export
property" classification to such licenses frustrates the purpose of the
FSC statute. As such, the "right to reproduce" qualification cannot be
sustained since it renders the regulation "unreasonable and plainly inconsistent with the revenue statutes." 175
Nevertheless, the Treasury Department has resisted the efforts of
the software industry and more than one hundred members of Congress to convince it to remove this qualification from the Department's final FSC regulations. 76 Instead, the Department has argued
that such a change in the scope of the FSC provisions requires legislative actions which the Department would not oppose." 7 Therefore, to
ensure that the software industry is not denied the export benefits that
are provided to other similarly situated industries, Congress should
amend the FSC provisions to include software within the definition of
export property, even though the software may be accompanied by a
right to reproduce for external use.
172. 141 CONG. REa S16,084-01, S16,0S7 (daily ed. Oct. 27, 1995) (statement of Sn.
Hatch).
173. Growth in U.S. Software Industry, supra note 17; Competitiveness of the U.S.
Software Industry supra note 31.
174. See supra part II.C.
175. United States v. Correll, 389 U.S. 299, 307 (1967).
176. 140 CoNG. REc. H33S4-02, H3428 (daily ed. May 17, 1994) (statement of Rep.
Lantos; letter from Lloyd Bentsen, Secretary, U.S. Department of the Treasury to Rep.
Lantos, House of Representatives).
177. Id
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The primary objective underlying the FSC and DISC provisions is
to create and keep jobs in the United States by encouraging exports. 78 Certain intangibles were excluded from qualifying for DISC
and FSC benefits because the intangibles represent a means to
reproduce another separate product. 179 If such intangibles were not
excluded from the definition of export property, the purpose of the
FSC provisions could be obfuscated as U.S. companies could export
their technology and receive the export benefit even though the ultimate product was being manufactured overseas. "Films, tapes,
records, [and] other similar reproductions" were, however, permitted
to qualify for export benefits because the design and development
phases, as opposed to the reproduction and distribution phases, of
such products account for most of the jobs and economic benefits that
the manufacturing of these products create. The manufacturing of
computer software falls within this exception. As with motion pictures and musical recordings, the valuable jobs in the software industry are involved in the development of the software product, not in the
distribution of the final product.
The issue of whether master tapes of software qualify for DISC
benefits was not raised in the early 1970s when the DISC legislation
was being developed. The reason for this is obvious-to the extent
that software was exported, it was bundled with computer hardware
and included in the cost of the hardware.180 Therefore, computer
manufacturers were eligible to receive DISC benefits based on the
sale of the bundled products. At that time, the manufacturing of computer software was a nascent industry and not an important contributor to the United States economy. As such, it did not receive any
consideration from Congress.
Despite the legislative history's silence as to whether DISC or
FSC benefits should apply to software, the legislative history of the
1970 and 1971 versions of the DISC provisions reflects congressional
intent to broaden the contents of the copyrights that would qualify for
DISC treatment. 8 ' Furthermore, the Internal Revenue Service has
previously stated that the legislative history should not be restrictively
178. 141

CONG.

REc. S16,084-01, S16,087 (daily ed. Oct. 27, 1995) (statement of Sen.

Hatch).
179. 140 CONG. Rec. H3384-02, H3428 (daily ed. May 17, 1994) (letter from Lloyd
Bentsen, Secretary, U.S. Department of the Treasury to Rep. Lantos, House of

Representatives).
180. See supra part I.A.

181. See supra part V.B.
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interpreted so as to limit the exception to the copyright exclusion to
only the film and recording industries. 16 In fact, the regulatory distinction between motion pictures and musical recordings and computer software is particularly difficult to justify given the merger of the
technologies used by these industries.
Once the manner in which the software industry operates is understood, it becomes clear that the failure to grant FSC benefits for
the export of software with a right of reproduction often leads to an
absurd business result. Volume purchasers of software, like original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and value-added resellers (VARs),
often require a right to reproduce the software rather than mere delivery of multiple copies.' s If these volume purchasers are willing to
accept the copies rather than a right to reproduce, they will demand
just-in-time delivery of inventory because of the rapid obsolescence of
software. Such delivery, which includes additional transportation, insurance, and customs costs, would be prohibitively expensive. In addition, the customer must store this inventory. These increased costs
decrease the competitiveness of U.S. software suppliers since foreign
competitors would be able to provide customers with a right to
reproduce thereby avoiding these delivery and storage costs.
Under the current FSC regulations and the 1993 Technical Advice Memorandum, if a U.S. software company that sells or licenses
U.S. developed software to a foreign OEM physically transports a
copy of the software from the United States for each machine sold, it
will receive FSC benefits. However, if the U.S. software company
transports one copy of the software and gives the OEM the right to
reproduce it for each machine, it will not receive FSC benefits. The
existing regulatory requirement that separate copies of the software
be sent to the OEM results in an inefficient method of distribution.

VII.

Conclusion

Many foreign governments have recognized the importance of
the computer software industry and are actively working to attract
computer software developers to their countries by offering incentives.18 For example, India is becoming increasingly attractive to U.S.
software developers because it offers a highly skilled, more cost effi182. See supra part V.C.

183. See supra part II.C.
184. Treatment of Software Licensing Income, supra note 7, at 641.
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cient workforce as well as tax holidays.1 s5 Ireland has a similar
workforce, lower tax rates and other government financial incentives.'8 6 Australia extends a 150 percent tax deduction for research
and development costs. In addition, the government sponsors a program entitled "Partnership for Development" which grants companies
that perform substantial amounts of research and development in
Australia significant opportunities to do business with the government
and universities. 7 Singapore also proffers a wide range of incentives.'88 Companies that perform a substantial amount of research
and development in that country may qualify as "pioneers" and receive a zero tax rate for five to ten years. Alternatively, companies
that do not meet the "pioneer" classification may qualify as "headquarters" companies. That classification entitles the company to a
10% tax rate for a ten year period. Companies that don't qualify for
either category will, nevertheless, receive a double deduction for qualified research and development.
The Internal Revenue Service's current denial of the FSC benefit
to the software industry has helped render these foreign incentives
very attractive to software developers. The current policy hinders the
industry's competitiveness and distorts investment decisions that
should properly be governed by economics alone.
By extending the scope of the FSC legislation to explicitly include
the export of computer software even when accompanied by a right to
reproduce, Congress will provide the software industry with the same
competitive advantage it provides other U.S. manufacturers. The FSC
benefits will help offset higher U.S. labor costs, mellow the attractiveness of the tax breaks offered by foreign governments, and therefore,
preserve domestic jobs in one of this country's most prolific industries.
185. Mark J. Riedy, Legal and PracticalConsiderationsin StructuringBusiness Transactions in Indiafor the Conference Entitled" India Power, 3 CARDOZO J. INrr'L & Cor'w. L.
313, 344 (1995).
186. See Robert Ristelhueber, Ireland Offers Brainpower to Lure High Tech, ELEc.
TRONIC Bus. BUYER, Apr. 1995, at 32.
187. See Craig Addison, Wanted- Local Production and R & D for Australian Market,
ELECTRONIC

Bus., Nov. 26, 1990, at 78.

188. See Robert D. Heyde, Singapore Uses Tax Incentives to Become a Hub for Asia's
Expanding Economy, 4 J. INT'L TAx'N 316 (1993).

